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Subject: Re: USSS records

Body:

If the Kennedy Library provided appointment slips to the Church Committee, shouldn't there be some copies 

in the Church Committee records?  Can that be checked?  If they exist in the Committee files, along with 

documentation of where they came from (the JFKL), then we have something to show to the Library to 

document that they had them at one time (i.e., the mid 70's).To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB, David 

Marwell/ARRBcc:	Irene Marr/ARRB, Tom Samoluk/ARRB From:	Joan Zimmerman/ARRB   Date:	08/13/97 

04:20:52 PMSubject:	USSS recordsI found 21 documents at NARA today that might shed some light on the 

appointment slip issue. One set of documents describes Record Group 87 (Secret Service) and accessions from 

the Secret Service. These records document NARA's accession and transfer of appointment slips to the 

Johnson Library and the Kennedy Library. The NARA printed description clearly distinguishes between gate 

logs and appointment slips. These documents suggest that the Kennedy Library has appointment slips.The 

second set of records are from NARA administrative files. These documents describe records provided to the 

HSCA and the Church Committee by the Johnson Library and the Kennedy Library.  Again, the Kennedy Library 

provided appointment slips--and pages from the President's appointment diary. This last was from the 

Kennedy Library, and it was apparently kept in an appointment office supervised by Ken O'Donnell.I did not 

find any evidence that the Secret Service transferred all the EPS forms (from 1-34) to NARA. If these forms still 

exist, I suspect that the Secret Service has them. I found only one mention of EPS "work projects" (?) in the 

Johnson Library. Perhaps we could ask Tina Houston to send us a sample.I note that the Johnson Library has 

oral histories of Chief Rowley and Rufus Youngblood. If these have not already been designated "assassination 

records" and placed in the JFK Collection, they should be there.I have placed these documents in Jeremy's box. 
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